If you look at a map of the head of Lake Ontario and the waterfront of the City of Hamilton, you’ll find several distinct features. From east to west, you’ll first find a narrow strip of land where the Burlington Skyway straddles the north and south shores of the lake, a high-speed transportation corridor for streams of daily motorists. Moving west, you’ll see the enclosed harbour and Hamilton’s industrial waterfront, a rigid geometric set of squares and rectangles jutting out into the lake. Finally, the head of the lake is again segmented by a narrow strip of land where York Boulevard crosses from Burlington to Hamilton, enclosing a smaller bay to the west and the Cootes Paradise sanctuary.

The contrast between the sharp lines of the waterfront in the industrial harbour and the greenery of Cootes Paradise hints at part of the long, complicated environmental history of Hamilton Harbour. This is the subject of a new book by two history professors from McMaster University, Nancy Bouchier and Ken Cruikshank explore both the social and environmental history of Hamilton Harbour in their new book from UBC Press, *The People and the Bay*.

On this episode of the podcast, Nancy Bouchier and Ken Cruikshank discuss their new book and ways of thinking about social and environmental history. (From *Nature’s Past*)

Music credits: “*Ianiscus* ” by Javolenus, “*Folk Strum Duet* ” by Martijn de Boer (NiGiD), “*Gentle Joy* ” by Martijn de Boer (NiGiD)

*Nature’s Past* podcasts are posted on a monthly basis on the website of the Network in Canadian History & Environment / Nouvelle initiative Canadienne en histoire de l’environnement (NiCHE). The podcasts contain
A discussion about the environmental history community and research in Canada. They are hosted by Sean Kheraj, an assistant professor in the Department of History at York University in Toronto, Canada.
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